What skills, knowledge or attitudes do you want your students to possess?

How will you know what the students know?

Choose a product for your students to create, which demonstrates their understanding of the topic. 

Create a piece of text
Make a book
Draw a flow chart
Tell a story with an avatar
Edit a photo
Create digital art
Plan a virtual tour
Build a sequence
Design a slide presentation
Record a podcast
Create a poster/Edi videos
Construct or explore a 3D model
Write a blog
Bookmark some websites
Draw a mind map
Build a website
Create a piece of music
Have a conversation
Make a game
Mark-up a map

How well do you want them to do it?

Provide a model example. Establish explicit quality criteria. Use a rubric.

Why does this learning matter?

Teaching
Facilitating
Activating
Engaging

Scaffold student conferencing with protocols to ensure quality conversation
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